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Abstract

It is shown that central loops are not conjugacy closed loops but instead are loops of units in

their loop algebras that are conjugacy closed. It is also shown that certain inner mappings of a

conjugacy closed loop are nuclear. Some invariants of left conjugacy closed loops are obtained.
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1 Introduction

Consideration has been given to the study of conjugacy closed loops in the recent past. See

for instance Goodaire and Robinson[7], Chiboka and solarin[5],[6], the author and Solarin[2] and

the author[l]

In the work of Chiboka and Solarin[5] it was proved that central loops are conjugacy closed.

This present work shows that central loops are not conjugacy closed. This is done by providing

an example of a central loop that is not conjugacy closed. Some connections between conjugacy

closed and Moufang loops will also be shown.

For a definition of concepts in the theory of loops readers may consult Bruck[3].

If x is an element of a loop (Q,.) then the translation maps Rx and Lx of (Q,.) are defined

by aRx = ax and aLx — xa for all a € Q. Since (Q,.) is a quasigroup, the translation

mappings RX and Lx are permutations and so the inverse mappings R~l and L~l are also

permutations although they may not be translations. The inner mappings group I is generated

by the permutations R(x,y) = RxRyR(Xy)-i:i ^(x,y) = LxLyL(xy-)-i and Tx = LxRx-\. These

permutations are called inner mappings

The left nucleus NX, middle nucleus N^, the right nucleus Np, nucleus N, centrum C and

centre Z are defined respectively as follows;

NX = {x 6 Q : xy.z = x.yz, for all y, z e Q}
N^ = {y e Q : xy.z = x.yz, for all x, z 6 Q}
Np = {z € Q : xy.z = x.yz, for all x, y, E Q}
N = NxnN^nNp

C = {x € Q : xy = yx, for all y £ Q}
Z = NnC

An ordered triple < a,/3,7 > of permutations of a loop (Q,.) is called an autotopism of

(Q,.) if xa.yfl = (x.y)^f for all x, y £ Q. the set of all autotopism form a group under compo-

nentwise multiplication.

A loop (Q,.) is conjugacy closed if LxLyL~l E IT^, and RxRyR~l £ HR where HL and n#

are the set of left and right translations of (Q,.).

The following equivalent conditions is also satisfied by a conjugacy closed loop

1. x.zy — xyRx-i.xz and xy.uj = xu.yuiL^-i for all ui,z,x,y € Q

OR

2. < LxRx-i, LX,LX > and < Rx,RxLx-i, Rx > are autotopism of Q for all x £ Q

A permutation a of (Q,.) is called a pseudo-automorphism with companion c if < a, aRc, aRc >

is an autotopism of (Q,.).



A loop (Q, .) is Moufang if it satisfies the identity (xy.zx) — (x.yz)x for all x,y,z £ Q.

A loop (Q, .) is called an extra loop if it satisfies the identity

x(yx.z] — xy.xz

for all x, y,z €. Q.

A loop (Q, .) is an extra loop if and only if it is a Moufang loop in which for every x € Q

x2 e N the nucleus of (Q, .)•

The following results would be used in our main results:

Theorem 1.1 [Sj

1. If (Q, .) is an inverse property loop the nuclie N\,Nfj. and Np coincide with the nucleus N

of(Q,.)

2. If < U,V,W > is an autotopism of an inverse property loop (Q, .) then < W, JVJ, U >

and < JUJ, W,V > are autotopisms of the loop.

Lemma 1.1 [1] Every conjugacy closed loop is an inverse property loop.

Corollary 1.1 [1] In every conjugacy closed loop R~l = Rx-\,L~l = Lx-\.

Remark 1.1 Every conjugacy closed loop is Moufang.

Theorem 1.2 [9] Let (Q, .) be a loop multiplicatively written and F an arbitrary field. Define

Multiplication in a vector space, V, of all formal sums of a finite number of elements in Q with

coefficient in F, by use of both distributive laws and the definition of multiplication in Q. The

resulting algebra, V(Q) is a linear non-associative algebra which is associative only if (Q, .) is a

group.

2 Main results

2.1 Central Loops

Lemma 2.1 Let Q be an RC(LC) loop then RyRzRyP e UR(LyLzLy\ e TiL).

Proof:

Let Q be a RC-loop, then

(xy.)z = x(yz.z) (1)

for all x,y,z 6 Q. If A is the loop algebra generated over Q by an arbitrary field F, then

elements x, y, z € A can be expressed in the form

n\ 712 7^3

t=l j=\



which by right inverse property implies that yp = yx. Hence (xy.z)yx = x(yz.yx) for all

x, y, z € Q. Again substituting z = I we have xy.yx = x(yz.yx}. If x = yx we obtain

yx = y\yyA => 1 = yyA (3)

(2) and (3) shows that (Q,.) is an inverse property loop. Moreover, (2) and (3) can also be

obtained following a similar argument with LyLzLx\ € U^.

Now y~l = yp = y\ Therefore we have LyLxLy-i £ HL and RyRzRy-i 6 HR and hence as

a consequence of Lemma 1.1 LyLxL~l e UL and RyRzR~l 6 UR therefore A* is a conjugacy

closed loop. D

Remark 2.1 The following representation is that of a central loop of order 10 which is not

conjugacy closed.

R2 = (1 2)(3 5)(4 10)(6 8)(7 10)
R3 = (1 3)(2 5)(4 7)(6 10)(8 9)
R± = (1 4)(2 10)(S 7)(5 8)(6 9)
R5 = (1 5) (2 3) (4 8) (6 7) (9 10)
R6 = (1 6) (2 8) (3 10) (4 9) (5 7)
R7 = (1 7) (2 9) (3 4) (5 6) (8 10)
R& = (1 8) (2 6) (3 9) (4 5) (7 10)
R9 = (1 9)(2 7)(3 8)(4 6)(5 10)
Rw = (1 10)(2 4)(3 6)(5 9)(7 8)

Hence we conclude that the work of Chiboka and Solarin[5] which proved that central loops are

conjugacy closed cannot be true. Their result would only be valid for a loop of units in a central

algebra as demonstrated in Theorem 2.1 above.

2.2 Inner mappings

Theorem 2.2 The inner R(x,y) of a conjugacy closed loop (Q,.) is a nuclear automorphism for

all x,y € Q.

Proof:

Let q\ = 9^1-92-R(a;,j()) then q\q^ = (qix.y)(xy~l) which implies that q\q^.xy = q^x.y. Since

R(x,y) is an automorphism of (Q,.) we have that

X =< Rfay),

is an autotopism of (Q,.) for all a;, y € Q.

Since conjugacy closed loops are Moufang (by Lemma 1.1), then by Bruck[3] R(x,y) is also a

pseudo automorphism with companion [x, y] and hence

y =< R(x,y),R(x,y)R[x,y],R(x,y)R[x,y} >
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where Xi,yj,zk € Q and ai,/3j,7fc e F. Then

(xy.z)z = ̂ di

k=l k^l

for all Xi,yj,Zj-,zi e Q and 0^,^,7^,7; 6 F. Similarly we have

x(yz.z) = Y^ai

k=l

for all Xi,yj,zk,zi € Q and ^,^-,7^,7^ € F.

Hence

)z - x(yz.z) = ̂ ai

k=l

Therefore by (1) (xiyj.zk)zk = Xi(yjZk.zi), Xi(yjZk.z{) = (xiyj.zk)zk, and (xiyj,z{)zk = Xi(yjZi.zk).

Hence (1) holds for all re, y, z € A. If (1) is linearized by setting z = z + w we obtain

(xy.w)z + (xy.w)z = x(yw.z) + x(yz.w)

Hence we have

^y-t^w-^z i •^y-f^'Z-^uj — -^yw.z ' -^yz.w

If A* is the loop of units in A (on the assumption that right units ^ left units). Let w = yp(the

right unit of y) € A* we obtain RyRzRyP = RyZ.yp hence RyRzRyp e UR.

Similarly we show that LyLzLy\ 6 HX,. D

A central loop (Q, .) satisfies both the Left Central and the Right Central identities.

Theorem 2.1 Let (Q, .) be a central loop. If A is the loop algebra generated by Q over an

arbitrary field F, then A* is a conjugacy closed loop, where A* is the loop of units in A.

Proof:

Since a central loop satisfies both the right central and left central, then identities RyRzRyp G n#

and LxLyLy\ are satisfied for all x, y G Q.

To complete the proof, it suffices to show that yp = y\

Now let RyRzRyp = Ra 6 UR for a 6 Q. Then it follows that (xy.z)yp — xa for all

x, y,z € Q. Now suppose x = 1, this implies that yz.yp = a and therefore (xy.z)yp — x(yz.yp)

for all x, y, z € Q.

If x = y and z = 1, it follows therefore that

yy-yp = y => yyp = 1 (2)



is also an autotopism of (Q, .) for all x, y € Q. Therefore

X~1Y =< Rlx,y)'R(x,y)>R(x,y) >< ^,w)' R(x,y)R[x,y], R(x,y)R(x,y]

= <I,R{x,y],R[x,y] >

is also an autotopism of (Q, .) for all x,y € Q- Therefore

which implies that

qi(q2-[x,y]) =

for all <?i , <72i ^i y € Q. Therefore the loop commutators of the loop (Q, •) are in the right nucleus

Np of Q. Since the nuclie of an inverse property loop coincide ([3]) then all the commutators

are in the nucleus N. Therefore the set of all commutators Q* is a subgroup of N. (Q* < N).

Since commutative conjugacy closed loops are groups[7] then Q/N is also a group. Now if ̂  is

a natural group homomorphism of Q onto Q/N then N is ken/' so

(qiq2.xy)^ = (q^x.y)^ => q^ .q2ip .XT]) .yip = q2tp.xip.y^

for all Qi,Q2, x,y & Q. Therefore q\ is the identity of Q/N =$• q\ € keri/j and q± = q^1 .qiR(x,y) £

TV. It follows that R(x,y) is a nuclear automorphism of Q. d

Remark 2.2 Since conjugacy closed loops are Moufang, we can therefore conclude by [3] that

R(x,y) = -^(x-1,!/-1) for aM x->y £ Q- Hence the inner mappings L^x^ are also nuclear for a

conjugacy closed loop. D

Lemma 2.2 The inner mapping T(x,y) = RxLx-i is an automorphism of a conjugacy closed

loop (Q,.) if and only if (Q,.) is a group.

Proof:

Suppose T(x,y) is an automorphism of (Q,.) then

W =< RxLx-i,RxLx-i,RxLx-i >is an autotopism of (Q,.) for alia; € Q, U =< Rx,RxLx-i,Rx >

and V =< LxRx-i,Lx,Lx > are also autotopisms for all x € Q.

Therefore WV =< RxLx-i,RxLx-i,RxLx-i >

< LXRX-\,LX.LX >=< I,RX,RX > is an autotopism of Q for all x 6 Q hence (Q,.) is a group.



We assume that (Q,.) is a group then K =< /, Rx, Rx > is an autotopism of (Q,.) for all x € Q.

Since a conjugacy closed loop is also a generalised Bol loop [2] then X =< RxLx-i, i^-i, -£x-i >

is also an autotopism of (Q, •) for all x,y £ Q therefore

KX =< I,RX,RX >< RxLx-i,Lx-i,Lx-i >=< RxLx-i,RxLx-i,RxLx-i > is an autotopism

of (Q,.) for all x € Q. This completes the proof. D

3 Left conjugacy closed loops

Theorem 3.1 // (Q,.) is an inverse property loop which is left conjugacy closed then Q is an

extra loop. Furthermore, such a loop will be conjugacy closed.

Proof:

For an inverse property loop (Q,.) the following identity holds

x~l.yz = (x~1.yx)(x~1z) (4)

for all x, y, z € Q. Now suppose x'1 — k and yx = t then we have

k(tk.z) — kt.kz

for all k,t,z G Q. Therefore (Q,.) is extra.

Now since (<3, •) is an inverse property loop we have {k(tk.z)}~1 = {kt.kz}~1 so we ob-

tain (z~l.k-lrl)k~l = z-lk~l.t~lk~l for which if AT1*-1 = uj~l implies that z^or1.*;-1 =

z ~ l k ~ l . ( k ( j j ~ l . k ~ l ) . Hence z~lu~lRk-i — z~lRk-i.aj~lLk-iRk-i. Therefore (Q,.) is conjugacy

closed. D

Theorem 3.2 If (Q,.) is a left conjugacy closed loop an a and f3 are permutations of Q such

that x.y — a(x) °/3(y) for all x, y € Q, then (Q, o) is a left conjugacy closed loop with the identity

e0 if a~/a~l(e0) € N\(the left nucleus of (Q,.) with 7 : x —>• x~l for all x £ Q).

Proof:

Since we define x.y — a(x) o /5(y) for all x, y € Q we see that (Q, o) is a loop.

Now (Q,.) is left conjugacy closed therefore by [1] the identity

x~l(yx.z) = (x~l.yx)z (5)

is satisfied for all x,y,z € Q. Also using 7 : x —> x~l we have

j ( x ) ( y x . z ) = (y(x).yx)z (6)

for all x,y,z € Q.



Changing the binary operation to " o " in (6) we obtain

07(3) o p(0(a(y) o /3(a(y) o /?(*))) = 0(07(0:) o /3(a(y)/3(x))) o p(z) (7)

for all x.y.z e Q. If we replace a(a;),a(y) and f3(z) by x,y and z respectively we have

arjcTl(x} o /3(y o fi(x o z)) = a(a-ya~l(x) o /3(y o [3a~l(x})) o z (8)

for all x,y,z £ Q. In particular if z = e0 in (8) we have

a^a~1(x) o/3(y o /3(x)} = a(aja~l(x) o /3(y o /fa^Or)) (9)

for all x,y e Q. (8) and (9) give

a7a~1(x) o ^0(y o /3(x o z)} — (arya~l)(x) o fi(y o /3(x)) o z (10)

for all x, y, z 6 Q. In particular if x = e0 in (10) and a7a~1(e0) 6 N\ we have

/%o/3 ( 2 ) )= /3 (yo /3 (e 0 ) )=K(yo 2 ) (11)

where /3(y o /9(e0) = «(y).

Due to this (10) becomes

1(a;) o (K(y) o (x o z)) = (crya"1^) o (y o z)) o x (12)

for all x,y,z € Q.

Since K is a substitution we substitute /t(y) by y in (12) and this gives

aja~l(x) o (y o (x o z)) = (cryo;"1 (x) o (y o z)) o z (13)

for all x,y,z € Q. If we let crya"1 = w in (13) such that w : x — > x~l we have

u(x) o (y o (x o z}} = (uj(x) o (y o z)) o z

for all x, y, 2 6 Q. Therefore (Q, o) is a left conjugacy closed loop. d
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